Introduction {#s1}
============

The question of who we are and who we are not is an important existential question. This question of self and personal identity is central to philosophy because it cuts across a host of important philosophical issues such as mind-body distinction, consciousness, and free will. Personal identity is also an important issue in psychology, especially in self-psychology [@pone.0048639-Erikson1], and it is concerned with a variety of issues such as self-recognition, self-awareness, self-concept, self-esteem and confidence, and self-referential processing.

Recently, the neural basis of self and identity has received extensive research [@pone.0048639-Decety1]--[@pone.0048639-Uddin1]. Most of these existing studies have come to an agreement that the cortical midline structures (CMS) including the medial prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the precuneus, play an important role in processing information concerning the self, whereas the mirror neurons structures (MNS) seem to also be involved with self-recognition and related social understanding [@pone.0048639-Uddin1]. Further, many studies have shown that the processing of self information tends to be right lateralized [@pone.0048639-Devue1], [@pone.0048639-Platek1].

Most of the existing neural imaging studies on the self have focused on situations where the internal representation of the self is consistent with the external one. That is, participants are typically asked to process personal information about themselves that is truly corresponding to their actual self. However, little neural imaging research has been done to examine the neural correlates of personal identity faking and concealment where one's internal representation of oneself may be in conflict with their external presentation. Although individuals in general are typically consistent in their internal and external identities, it is not uncommon that individuals may present themselves differently from their true identity (e.g., in situations of identity frauds, or clandestine operations). It is entirely unclear whether and to what extent the neural systems involved in the processing of the self identity in typical situations would also be engaged during such identity conflict.

The present study aimed to address this important gap in the literature. Specifically, we used fMRI methodology to examine the neural correlates of personal identity faking and concealment. Identity faking and concealment are common in everyday life. One of the important tasks of agents working for a clandestine operation is often to conceal their own identity and assume another identity. Some people may also conceal their own identity and fake another one for fraudulent and criminal reasons. The examination of the neural basis of identity faking and concealment allows for identifying not only brain regions involved in processing the self information in general, but also brain regions involved in identity conflict.

Although no study has examined the neural basis of identity faking and concealment, there has been a large body of related neural imaging studies. One is primarily focused on the neural basis of self-identity recognition, while the other investigates the neural mechanisms underlying deception. Regarding self-identity recognition, it should be noted that a person's identity can be based on a host of information such as the person's face, name, voice, body, and personality. A growing body of evidence has shown that the right fronto-parietal network plays an important part in self-recognition or self-other discrimination based on such information as faces or names [@pone.0048639-Uddin1]--[@pone.0048639-Uddin2]. For example, Perrin et al. (2005) found that the amplitude of the P3 component, elicited when hearing one's own name, correlates with the regional cerebral blood changes in the right superior temporal sulcus, precuneus, and medial prefrontal cortex [@pone.0048639-Perrin1]. Carmody and Lewis (2006) used fMRI methodology and found greater activations in the middle frontal cortex, middle and superior temporal cortex, and cuneus in response to hearing one's own first name in contrast to hearing the name of others [@pone.0048639-Carmody1]. Another fMRI study, which also compared responses to auditory presentations of own versus other's first names, showed activations in the right paracingulate cortex, the right and left temporal cortex, as well as in the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/insula bilaterally [@pone.0048639-Kampe1]. Tacikowski et al. (2010) recently found that the self-name recognition is associated with robust activations in widely distributed bilateral neural networks including the fronto-temporal, limbic, and subcortical structures [@pone.0048639-Tacikowski1].

Regarding deception, there have been extensive neural imaging studies (for reviews, see [@pone.0048639-Abe1], [@pone.0048639-Christ1]), although none have examined the neural mechanisms associated with identity faking or concealment. Most of the existing studies typically asked participants to lie about recently learned knowledge such as words [@pone.0048639-Abe2]--[@pone.0048639-Lee3], cards [@pone.0048639-Davatzikos1]--[@pone.0048639-Priori1], pictures [@pone.0048639-Ito1], [@pone.0048639-Lee4], faces [@pone.0048639-Bhatt1], or numbers [@pone.0048639-Lee1]. Participants have also been asked to lie about past autobiographic experiences, a situation pertinent to identity faking or concealment [@pone.0048639-Lee1], [@pone.0048639-Abe3]--[@pone.0048639-Spence1]. Most of these studies found deception-related activities in the PFC and ACC [@pone.0048639-Christ1], [@pone.0048639-Lee1], [@pone.0048639-Gamer1], [@pone.0048639-Langleben1], [@pone.0048639-Ganis2]--[@pone.0048639-Kozel2]. The activations in these areas are not surprising because such findings are consistent with the conceptualization of deception as an executive control intensive task [@pone.0048639-Langleben1], [@pone.0048639-Langleben3]--[@pone.0048639-Vrij1]. To deceive, one must inhibit the public disclosure of the true state of affairs and present instead a false state of affairs publicly, which requires a host of executive functions such as inhibition, working memory, and planning [@pone.0048639-Christ1], [@pone.0048639-Gombos1]--[@pone.0048639-Talwar1]. Miyake and colleagues [@pone.0048639-Miyake1] proposed that executive control may comprise three different component processes: 1) working memory, 2) task switching, and 3) inhibitory control. All 3 components of executive control may contribute to deception: suppressing a truthful response while reporting false information (inhibitory control); switching between truthful and deceptive responses (task switching); and keeping the details of the lie as well as the truth in mind in order to successfully maintain a lie (working memory) [@pone.0048639-Christ1], [@pone.0048639-Spence1], [@pone.0048639-Langleben3]. Christ et al. (2009) used an activation likelihood estimate (ALE) method of meta-analysis to identify overlapping regions between deception and executive control, and found that overlaps occurred in the bilateral anterior insula, left IFG, left middle frontal gyrus, right intermediate frontal sulcus, right ACC, and right intraparietal sulcus.

Building on the existing neural imaging studies of the self in non-deceptive situations, and those of deception about recently learned or autobiographic information, the present study investigated the neural correlates of identity faking and concealment and the similarities and differences between the two. Self-identity is a broad concept that covers a variety of aspects including: name, birth place, gender, nationality, language and so on. In the present study, we chose to focus on self-name as the part of personal identity of interest. Personal name is one typical form of identity. It is not only the carrier of the personal identity which can be used for expressing self and distinguishing self from others, but also embodies the characteristic of social identity because it represents relationships in certain groups [@pone.0048639-Khatib1]. There is evidence suggesting that self-name is very closely attached to a person's inner sense of identity. For example, the state of namelessness is considered equal to having no honor or identity in China [@pone.0048639-Watson1]. In the present study, we asked participants to lie about their own personal identity. We presented participants with a sequence of names and asked them to either conceal their own identity or fake another one. Participants could conceal their identity by denying a presently seen name to be their true name even though it was the case. They could also fake an identity by claiming a presently seen name to be their true name even though it was not the case. Also, they were shown control names which they could truthfully deny to be their true name. To reveal neural correlates of identity faking and concealment, we compared the brain activations in the identity faking condition to those in the control condition, as well as the brain activations in the identity concealment condition to those in the control condition.

Based on the existing research reviewed above, we hypothesized that because identity concealment specifically calls for inhibition of one's true personal identity, the identity concealment condition would produce greater activations in regions in the PFC, ACC, and right frontoparietal area. This hypothesis was derived specifically from findings that the PFC and ACC have been associated with inhibitory control during deception [@pone.0048639-Lee1], [@pone.0048639-Gamer1], [@pone.0048639-Langleben1], [@pone.0048639-Ganis2]--[@pone.0048639-Kozel2], and the right frontoparietal area has been associated with self-recognition [@pone.0048639-Uddin1]--[@pone.0048639-Uddin2], [@pone.0048639-Sugiura1]. Because identity faking requires one to generate a name differing from their true identity, working memory is thought to be specifically involved. Thus, we expected that the identity faking condition would specifically produce greater activations in the regions of DLPFC and CMS. DLPFC has been associated with working memory [@pone.0048639-Christ1], and pretending to know [@pone.0048639-Abe2], and the CMS has been consistently found to be associated with self-referential processing [@pone.0048639-Heatherton1], [@pone.0048639-Uddin1], [@pone.0048639-Northoff2].

Methods {#s2}
=======

Ethics Statement {#s2a}
----------------

All procedures used in the current study were approved by the Ethics Committee of Zhejiang Normal University. All participants signed a written informed consent prior to their participation in the study. They were told that they had the option to quit at any time during the experiment and still receive monetary payment.

Participants {#s2b}
------------

Fourteen right-handed Chinese participants were recruited. Two of them were excluded due to errors in procedure or excessive head movements. Thus, there were 12 valid participants (6 females, 6 males, mean age: 25.4 years, SD = 4.17 years). All participants were screened to rule out head trauma, history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, substance abuse, or other serious medical conditions. None of them had ever changed their first or last name.

Stimuli and Design {#s2c}
------------------

Full Chinese names (surname plus given name) in the form of Chinese characters were presented as BMP images on the computer monitor (640×480). There were four types of names. The first was the participant's true name, which would be used in the identity concealment condition. The second was a name that did not belong to the participant, which was used in the identity faking condition. The third was a control name to be used in the control condition. In addition, there were 10 irrelevant names that were not used in any of the above conditions but were mixed with the above names in the sequence of stimulus presentation. In the three conditions, each type of name was presented 30 times. The irrelevant names were each presented 3 times and thus the irrelevant names were also presented 30 times in total.

The whole experiment consisted of 120 trails. Each trial began with the presentation of the fixation (1 sec), followed by the name in the form of a question, 'Are you XXXX (name)?' (2 sec), after which the participant had to respond within 7 seconds. Participants should have pressed the 'NO' button to all of the names except for the fake name (see [Figure 1](#pone-0048639-g001){ref-type="fig"}). All of the names were presented in a pseudorandom order. The software package IFIS-SA was used to present stimuli and record responses.

![The schematic diagram of the experiment.\
(In the sample trial depicted here, the participant whose name was Zhang Xiaomei was asked to deny she was Zhang Xiaomei, but to admit falsely that she was Chen Boying. In this trial of the control condition, she was asked to respond correctly that she was not Li Haiqing.)](pone.0048639.g001){#pone-0048639-g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0048639.t001

###### Means (standard deviations) of accuracy and response latency in the four conditions.

![](pone.0048639.t001){#pone-0048639-t001-1}

                            Accuracy     Response latency (ms)
  ---------------------- -------------- -----------------------
  Identity concealment    97.22 (2.39)         785 (160)
  Identity faking         94.44 (4.79)         805 (155)
  Control condition       93.06 (5.41)         761 (134)
  Irrelevant names        95.56(4.34)          801(191)

Procedure {#s2d}
---------

Before the imaging session, experimenter A told participants that this was a spy detection test and that they should try to protect their own identity and not be detected by the scanner. To do so, participants needed to deny their own names and acknowledge their assumed name in the imaging phase of the study. Each participant saw his/her list of names and made sure that the names on the list (except for his/her own name) were novel names and none were names of people they knew. Then, participants were required to draw one of three envelopes and were led to believe that each envelope contained different names that could be used as their fake name. In fact, each envelope contained the same, gender neutral name. The participants were instructed to memorize the name and pretend to use it as their own name throughout the entire experiment. They were also asked to conceal their own names. After they practiced for 20 trials, they were brought into the scanning room. This experimental procedure was modeled after that used extensively in previous studies that required participants to conceal certain pieces of information [@pone.0048639-Davatzikos1], [@pone.0048639-Gamer1], [@pone.0048639-Langleben1]--[@pone.0048639-LuanPhan1], [@pone.0048639-Gamer2]. After the imaging session, participants were debriefed and queried about their fake name to make sure the subjects really used the fake name they received before the experiment.

![Brain areas showing a significant main effect of identity concealment (the identity concealment condition vs. the control condition) in the group analysis.\
Color scale represents t score values.](pone.0048639.g002){#pone-0048639-g002}

![The mean percentage signal changes elicited by the identity concealment vs. the control condition.](pone.0048639.g003){#pone-0048639-g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0048639.t002

###### Regional brain activity differing between the identity concealment condition and the control condition.

![](pone.0048639.t002){#pone-0048639-t002-2}

  Regions                   Side   BA   Cluster   Peak voxel (MNI coordinate)   T     z          
  ------------------------ ------ ---- --------- ----------------------------- ---- ----- ------ ------
  Inferior Frontal Gyrus     L     47     214                 −38               26   −6    6.57   4.11
                                                              −46               30   −14   6.22   3.99
                                                              −34               18   −8    5.91   3.89
  Inferior Frontal Gyrus     R     45     175                 54                24    2    6.41   4.06
                                                              56                14    2    5.23   3.63
                                                              50                12   12    4.52   3.33
  Insular cortex             R     13     81                  38                8    −10   7.36   4.34

*Note*. Regions included in a single cluster are listed together. The spatial extent of each cluster was \> = 20 voxels and an FWE of .05 was used to correct for multiple comparisons.

fMRI Data Acquisition and Analysis {#s2e}
----------------------------------

Functional imaging data was performed in a 3.0T Tim Trio system (Siemens Medical Systems Erlangen, Germany) using a twelve-channel head coil in the Shanghai Key Laboratory of Magnetic Resonance. In the experiment, a T2\*-sensitive ultrafast multi slice echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast was used. Thirty-three transversal slices of functional images that covered the whole brain were acquired using a single shot gradient echo EPI sequence with TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle 90°, matrix size = 64×64, slice thickness = 3 mm, field of view  = 220 mm^2^.

![Brain areas showing a significant main effect of identity faking (the identity faking condition vs. the control condition) in the group analysis.\
Color scale represents t score values.](pone.0048639.g004){#pone-0048639-g004}

![The mean percentage signal change elicited by the identity faking vs. the control condition.](pone.0048639.g005){#pone-0048639-g005}

10.1371/journal.pone.0048639.t003

###### Regional brain activity differing between identity faking and control condition.

![](pone.0048639.t003){#pone-0048639-t003-3}

  Regions                   Side    BA     Cluster   Peak voxel (MNI coordinate)    T    z           
  ------------------------ ------ ------- --------- ----------------------------- ----- ---- ------- ------
  Superior Frontal Gyrus     R     9/10      226                 22                58    32   11.67   5.25
                                                                 30                52    16   6.14    3.96
                                                                 26                50    24   5.32    3.67
  Calcarine                  L     17/18     448                 −4                −86   2    8.73    4.68
                                                                 −22               −88   0    7.99    4.51
                                                                 −14               −86   0    6.58    4.11
  Caudate                    R     32/24     747                 18                 2    18   8.63    4.66
                                                                  6                −14   8    7.10    4.26
                                                                 16                24    16   6.87    4.20

*Note*. Regions included in a single cluster are listed together. The spatial extent of each cluster was \> = 20 voxels and an FWE of .05 was used to correct for multiple comparison.

The imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK. <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). The functional data of each participant were motion and slice-time corrected, spatially normalized into the standard MNI space, and smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM. To obtain regions differentially activated by the different item types, we modeled the four item classes (identity concealment, identity faking, control condition, and irrelevant items) as separate regressors that were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function using a general linear model (GLM) at the individual level. Simple contrast maps (identity concealment vs. control condition, identity faking vs. control condition, identity concealment vs. identity faking) were then entered into a random effects analysis to identify regions that showed significant activation differences between item types (t-contrast). Post hoc analyses were accomplished by separate comparisons of the average percentage signal change as a function of item type in all regions of interest (ROI), functionally defined by the t-contrast of the aforementioned random effects analysis. To minimize the biased selection of voxels for individual differences regression analysis, the functionally defined ROIs were replaced with spherical ROIs (radius 8 mm) centered on the centers of mass of the original ROIs. These values were obtained using the MarsBaR (<http://marsbar.sourceforge.net>).

For all random-effects SPM-analyses, p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using a FWE of .05. Additionally, activations were required to reach a spatial extend threshold of at least 20 contiguous voxels.

To distinguish the spatial patterns of brain activities between the concealment condition and the faking condition, we extracted the time course data for the ROIs from smoothed images. These features were then entered into a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a non-linear kernel named radial basis function after using the principal component analysis according to the correlational matrix. We analyzed these data using the libsvm toolbox [@pone.0048639-Chang1]. We used a cross validation method called the "Out" method. Using this method, data from 11 subjects were used to train the support vector machine and then the remaining one was used to be predicted by the SVM model. This procedure was repeated 12 times. The advantage of the "Out" method is that it controls for individual differences; however the size of training samples is not as big as other methods [@pone.0048639-Bishop1]. To further explore whether the brain activities in each ROI were different for the identity faking and concealment conditions, we performed the same SVM procedures on the data from each ROI.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavioral Data {#s3a}
---------------

The means and standard deviations of participants' accuracy and response latencies for each of the three conditions were shown in [Table 1](#pone-0048639-t001){ref-type="table"}. Participants were generally highly accurate in faking identity, concealing their true identity, and rejecting the control name. A significant difference in accuracy was observed among the three conditions, *F*(2, 9) = 3.61, *p* = .044, *η* ^2^ = .25. A priori repeated contrasts revealed that this significant effect was due to the difference between the identity concealment and faking conditions (participants were slightly more accurate in the identity concealment condition, *F*(1, 10) = 7.86, *p* = .017, *η* ^2^ = .42). There were no significant differences in response latency among the three conditions (*F*(2, 9) = 1.99, *p* = .160, *η* ^2^ = .15).

fMRI Data {#s3b}
---------

### Identity concealment vs. control {#s3b1}

Whole brain analyses contrasting the identity concealment condition and the control condition revealed significant activation differences in the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, BA47 and BA45) and the right insular cortex (BA13), FWE corrected, *p*\<.05 ([Table 2](#pone-0048639-t002){ref-type="table"} & [Figure 2](#pone-0048639-g002){ref-type="fig"}). In the left IFG, right IFG, and right insular cortex, the concealed names elicited a significantly larger percentage signal increase than the control names, *t*(11) = 5.18, *p*\<.001, *t*(11) = 6.10, *p*\<.001, and *t*(11) = 4.23, *p* = 0.001, respectively ([Figure 3](#pone-0048639-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

### Identity faking vs. control {#s3b2}

Significant activation differences between the identity faking and control conditions were observed in the right superior frontal gyrus/DLPFC (BA9/10), the left calcarine (BA17/18) and caudate(BA32/24)([Table 3](#pone-0048639-t003){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 4](#pone-0048639-g004){ref-type="fig"}). In the right superior frontal gyrus, left calcarine, and caudate, the fake names elicited a significantly larger percentage signal increase than the control names, *t*(11) = 11.32, *p*\<.001, *t*(11) = 6.62,*p*\<.001, and *t*(11) = 6.69, *p*\<.001, respectively ([Figure 5](#pone-0048639-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

### Identity concealment vs. faking {#s3b3}

Simple GLM contrasts failed to reveal any significant differences between the identity concealment condition and the faking condition in any brain regions. However, this null result does not necessarily suggest that there was no difference between the identity faking and concealment conditions. One possibility is that the two conditions may activate an overlaping but different networks of brain regions. Because these differences may be more sutble than the differences between the experimental conditions and the controls, the traditional GLM may not be able to uncover them. Further, the relatively small sample of the present study may also have prevented us from uncovering differential activation patterns produced by the two identity conditions. To test this possibility, we used the more sensitive SVM machine learning method. An added bonus of using this method is that it can provide information not only about whether the two idendity conditions produced differential activations in a particular ROI, but also whether the activation patterns among several ROIs were different between the two experimental conditions.

We thus extracted the time course data for six ROIs that were more positive to either identity faking or concealment relative to the control condition. Three ROIs were chosen from the identity concealment vs. control contrast (the right insula, right IFG and left IFG) and the others from the identity faking vs. control contrast (the right SFG, left calcarine and right caudate) in the above GLM analyses. Each ROI had a size of 8 mm×8 mm×8 mm with each voxel size being 2 mm×2 mm×2 mm, so there were 257 voxels in each ROI, resulting in 257×6 = 1562 values for the six ROIs. These 1562 values are henceforth referred to as features in the SVM machining learning methods. There were 30×12 = 360 samples for both the identity concealment condition and the identity faking condition. These features were entered into the SVM with a non-linear kernel called the radial basis function using the libsvm toolbox [@pone.0048639-Chang1]. The "Out" method could reliably differentiate the brain activities in the six ROIs associated with either identity faking or identity concealment. The classification accuracy was 62.64% (signal detection discriminability d' = .67). One sample test showed that the accuracy was significantly above chance (50%, or d' = 0, *t*(11) = 5.501, *p*\<.001).

To explore whether there were any activation pattern differences between the two experimental conditions in a particular ROI, the time course data from each ROI was entered in SVM with linear multinomial kernel analysis after using principal component analysis according to the correlational matrix. The results showed that each ROI (the right IFG, right insula, left calcarine, right caudate, and right SFG), except for the left IFG, could be used to differentiate the brain activities reliably when using the "Out" methods. The classification accuracies were 60.69% (d' = .55) for the right IFG, 58.75% (d' = .45) for the right insula, 58.75% (d' = .45) for the left calcarine, 58.75%(d' = .45) for the caudate, and 58.19%(d' = .43) for the right SFG. All accuracies were significantly above chance (50%), *t*(11) = 7.34, *p*\<.001, *t*(11) = 3.41, *p*\<.01, *t*(11) = 4.65, *p*\<.005, *t*(11) = 3.99, *p*\<.005 and *t*(11) = 3.29, *p*\<.01, respectively. Further inspection of the activation data showed that identity concealment produced greater activations than identity faking in the right IFG and the right insula, whereas identity faking produced greater activations in the left calcarine, SFG, and caudate.

In addition to machine learning methods, ROI analysis was also conducted using 6 ROIs that were more positive to either identity faking or concealment relative to the control condition. The result showed that fake names elicited a significantly larger percentage signal increase than the concealed names (*t*(11) = 2.68, *p*\<.05) in the right SFG. However, the reversed contrast yielded no significant results.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present study was the first attempt to investigate neural activities associated with identity conflict and deception. More specifically, we examined whether there existed similar or distinctive neural networks for processing fake versus concealed identities. Several major findings were obtained. First, the right insula and bilaterally inferior frontal gyrus were more active in the identity concealment condition than in the control condition. Second, identity faking elicited significantly larger activations than the control condition in the right superior frontal gyrus, left calcarine, and right caudate. Third, although the traditional GLM analyses failed to show any activation differences between identity faking and concealment, a more sensitive machine learning method (SVM) uncovered subtle but significant differences both in terms of patterns of activations in the above mentioned brain regions individually and in terms of patterns of activations between the brain regions. Thus, the present findings taken together suggest that identity conflict may engage a network of brain regions and the network may be different from that for processing identity information when no identity conflict exists. Furthermore, identity faking and concealment may engage overlapping yet somewhat different neural networks.

When compared to the existing findings in the literature, it seems that the neural networks for identity faking and concealment may be related to the self-network and the network for deception. Furthermore, the involvement of the two networks for identity faking and concealment was also not entirely identical.

Identity Faking and Concealment in the Self-network {#s4a}
---------------------------------------------------

Regarding identity concealment, we found that the bilateral inferior frontal gyri were significantly active when the participants concealed their true identities. In addition, significant activation differences were also found in the right insular cortex between the identity concealment condition and the control condition. Several existing studies have suggested the activation in the insula to be related to self-awareness [@pone.0048639-Devue1], [@pone.0048639-Morita1], [@pone.0048639-Sperduti1]. It is possible that the activation of this particular brain region in the present study might be due to the fact that the participants automatically responded to their own names even though they behaviorally tried to suppress their responses to such personally significant information. In contrast, the identity faking condition, where participants had to assume a name that was not their own, produced significantly greater activations in the right SFG, an area that has been suggested to be associated with self-consciousness [@pone.0048639-Kampe1].

However, the existing research on the processing of information concerning the self has consistently revealed the involvement of the cortical midline structures [@pone.0048639-Uddin1], [@pone.0048639-Northoff2]. However, we failed to obtain any significant activations in such structures in the identity concealment nor faking conditions. Uddin and colleagues (2007) suggested that the right frontoparietal system is involved in representing the physical, embodied self, whereas the cortical midline structures seem to be more involved in maintaining a self-representation in evaluative terms. In our identity concealment condition, participants were asked to deny their own name, and in the identity faking condition, they were asked to admit that a new name was their own. Both tasks were name recognition tasks that were not evaluative and thus might be too neutral to engage the self-evaluative regions. In addition, the present paradigm involves strong cognitive functions which may have spoiled the involvement of midline regions.

Identity Faking and Concealment in the Deception Network {#s4b}
--------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with our hypothesis, in the identity concealment condition, significant activation differences were found in the inferior frontal gyrus between the concealed name (participant's true name) and the control name. The inferior frontal gyrus was found to play an important role in inhibitory control [@pone.0048639-Christ1], [@pone.0048639-Aron1]. In the identity concealment condition, people were required to inhibit admitting their own name. In addition to the other types of deception [@pone.0048639-Christ1], our results confirmed that inhibitory control was involved in the process of identity concealment.

Significant activation differences were found in the superior frontal gyrus/DLPFC between identity faking and the control condition. Also, from the ROI analysis, we found that identity faking elicited a significantly larger percentage signal increase than the identity concealment condition in the same area. The DLPFC has been implicated in maintenance of information [@pone.0048639-DEsposito1]. Because participants were asked to suppress their true name and assume another name, they had to constantly keep in mind what their fake name was, which is a taxing task in terms of working memory. Thus, the significant activation difference in the SFG might be related to the working memory demand in the identity faking condition.

Our findings regarding the involvement of the IFG and SFG in identity concealment and faking respectively, suggested that although both require the execution of a response that is incompatible with the truth, the different cognitive components of executive controls may play different roles in the process of identity concealment and faking: identity concealment is related with inhibition control while identity faking requires the involvement of working memory.

Inconsistent with other neuroimaging studies on deception [@pone.0048639-Kozel1]--[@pone.0048639-Langleben2], [@pone.0048639-Abe3], [@pone.0048639-Nuez1], [@pone.0048639-Kozel2], we did not find significant activations in the ACC in both the identity concealment and faking conditions. However, our results were consistent with another set of studies [@pone.0048639-LuanPhan1], [@pone.0048639-Gamer2], demonstrating that ACC activations may be moderated by task difficulty. In the present study, the task for participants was rather simple, as they only needed to either assume a fake name or deny that their real name was their own. Had we used more cognitively demanding deception tasks, significant differences may have been found between the experimental conditions and the control condition. Indeed, existing studies using the Guilt Knowledge Task revealed the important role of the ACC [@pone.0048639-Rosenfeld1], [@pone.0048639-Seymour1]. The GKT task is a far more cognitively demanding task than our tasks. In that task, participants were repeatedly asked a series of questions about different aspects of an event. Participants not only had to lie about them but also had to keep track of their responses, such that their responses would be consistent with each other. Perhaps for this reason, significant activations were found in the ACC in such studies.

Identity Faking vs. Concealment Condition {#s4c}
-----------------------------------------

Simple GLM contrasts showed that there were no significant differences between the identity concealment condition and the faking condition in any brain regions. However, the more sensitive non-linear SVM machine learning analysis reliably differentiated the brain activities in the six ROIs associated with either identity faking or identity concealment. Furthermore, the SVM analysis on the data from each ROI (the right IFG, right insula, right SFG, right caudate, and left calcarine) also independently differentiated the brain activities between the identity faking and concealment conditions. This finding suggests that a non-linear analysis may be a useful tool for detecting complex neural response patterns to reveal subtle differences between experimental conditions as opposed to the traditoinal voxel based linear analysis, which is too insensitive to reveal subtle differences [@pone.0048639-Lao1].

It is worth noting that the differences between the identity concealment and faking conditions was similar to the differences between pretending not to know and pretending to know, which were found in previous studies [@pone.0048639-Abe2], [@pone.0048639-Abe3]. Abe et al. (2008) asked participants to tell truths and lies about true targets or new targets, and compared the difference of neural responses between pretending not to know and pretending to know. Although statistical comparisons were not made, the results provided by the authors clearly showed the IFG to be more active during the pretending not to know than during the pretending to know. Consistent with their findings, we found that the IFG was greater in the identity concealment condition than in the identity faking condition.

In summary, the present study used fMRI methodology to examine the neural correlates of two different types of identity conflict: identity faking and concealment. We found that both the identity concealment and faking conditions engaged the neural network for the processing of information concerning the self and the deception network. Also, although identity faking and concealment engaged some common brain regions, the neural networks for the two types of identity conflict were clearly distinct. Identity concealment activated the inferior frontal gyrus and right insula, whereas identity faking activated the superior frontal gyrus. In addition, the support vector machine learning method was shown to be a useful method to differentiate subtle differences in activation patterns between identity concealment and faking.
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